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Meet the mega-hot members of *NSYNC in the official book of today's hottest teen band!Justin,
J.C., Lance, Chris, and Joey--these are the guys that bring you the hottest sounds today,
including their smash hits, "I Want You Back", and "Tearin' Up My Heart". In this official book by
the members of the band, readers will learn all kinds of fun facts about their lives. The guys
discuss their music, their friendships with each other and their friendships offstage, their
families, their fans, and much, much more!

From the Publisher*NSYNC's self-titled first album went platinum after being on sale for only four
months!Be sure to tune in to performances by *NSYNC on Rosie O'Donnell and The Kathie Lee
Christmas Special, and check out features scheduled to appear in Teen People and YM!
*NSYNC blast off on their own 50-city tour on November 15!Be sure to check out the official
website of *NSYNC.From the Inside Flapa-hot members of *NSYNC in the official book of
today's hottest teen band!Justin, J.C., Lance, Chris, and Joey--these are the guys that bring you
the hottest sounds today, including their smash hits, "I Want You Back", and "Tearin' Up My
Heart". In this official book by the members of the band, readers will learn all kinds of fun facts
about their lives. The guys discuss their music, their friendships with each other and their
friendships offstage, their families, their fans, and much, much more!Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.'N the BeginningThere are a ton of boy bands on the charts
today, all competing for the top spots. What makes 'N Sync so special?'N Sync stands out
because the young men in it are genuine; they're not a prepackaged rent-a-band put together by
big-time music promoters. Justin Timberlake explains: "We put the group together ourselves. I
think that's something that's paid off in the long run because we were friends before we got a
management team and before we got a record deal."Lance Bass agrees."Everything that we do
is always together, and I think that's what makes the group unique."The web of their friendship is
dizzying. Flashback to 1995: Pennsylvania native Chris Kirkpatrick was living in Orlando,
Florida, and working at Universal Studios as a doo-wop singer. It was there that he met and
became friendly with Brooklyn-born Joey Fatone. Meanwhile, Washington, D.C., native JC
Chasez and Memphis boy Justin Timberlake had just wrapped a stint together on The Mickey
Mouse Club, also in Orlando. Justin knew Chris from auditions, and JC was friendly with Joey,
whose high-school buddies had also been on The Mickey Mouse Club.Chris was itching to put a
group together--a group who could take five-part harmonies and translate them into pop
music. He contacted Justin, who, he knew, could sing. Justin enlisted JC, and soon old pal
Joey fell into the fold.The foursome was ready to make a go of it, but they lacked something
important.Though Chris, JC, Justin, and Joey had wide vocal ranges, not one of them felt he had
a solid enough bass.Justin immediately called his vocal coach back home in Memphis, hoping



the coach would be able to recommend the perfect "low guy." Enter James Lansten "Lance"
Bass, a good-natured country boy from Clinton, Mississippi. Lance jumped on the next flight to
Orlando and, upon arrival, instantly hit it off with the guys. Chris, Justin, Joey, and JC knew they
had found their final member.    Read more
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Athena Anderson, “Best book ever. So I got the book today this is the second time I've owned it”

Lorraine Pezzella, “love them. I love the pictures and there is so much information to gather!
Huge fan of these guys, so really nice to know more about them!”

*NSYNCFANATIC, “Nsync Book. This is a book all about the popular band *nsync. they include
how they got started, what's an everyday routine for them, bio's and several pages of their life
story. they used a lot of qoites from when they where performing in Disney land (which if you
have seen as much as I have...nothing new) personally I enjoyed the baby pictures of the guys.
they have family pictures and a picture of when Justin was at the tender age of 14 (I laughed
because they have changed so much) Several up-to-date pic's as well. you will probably enjoy
this book!”

Shanna Oberreiter, “THE BOOK OF THE YEAR. This is a great book to get. Like Justin said in
the editorial review, it does have never before seen pics and facts in it. The entire book is in full
cover with smooth vibrant pages in it. There are tons of great pictures and it lets you get to
know the guys a little better. It is actually kind of heavier than you would think when you pick it
up.  If you  are an *NSYNC fan than you should get this book because it is well worth  the money.”

mlgq55a@prodigy.com, “I love you guys so much. Thank you for being there always!!. Okay. First
I'd like to say that there is NO OTHER BAND AS WONDERFUL AS YOU GUYS. Your book is
everything I've hoped for in a book. I was very glad to get it as a gift. It was really awesome to
learn about your lives, and you as the sweetest guys on earth. JC I LOVE YOU!!!!!!!!! I have your
quote, "The beauty of music is that everyone hears it their own way and every song you hear
leaves an impression on you that alters the way you hear everything from that point on," glued to
my binder and I am proud to have everyone reading it. You guys are everything to me & keep it
up!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Cool. I expected an official book to be a lenghty chapter book- but this
had more information than it looked! plus cool colorful pics on each page. Of course this book
covers their lives up to their debut album in '98, so of course its not exactly up-to-date anymore,
but its cool to have. It has a section about each member that has some interesting info and old
baby pics! Theres a section about their most embarrasing moments, which is always cool, and
funny to hear about! Plus much more!”

Cassie, “How Much More Official Can You Get? :o). 'N Sync's Official Book is definitely the best
one ever. This is because: One, the information is official, so you can trust all of it, and two, the
book contains (as many do) the best pictures of 'N Sync (particuarly Lance's stand out to me).



Before you buy any others, get the Official book, and get the REAL info! Stay 'N SYNC,
~*Cassie*~  :o)”

The book by Tonya Bolden has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 47 people have provided feedback.
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